Seniors Hold farewell dance on October 7

Tally His Room Will Be Site of Affair; Bids Will Go On Sale Today

The senior farewell dance will be held on the lower floor of Tally Ho, the site of the following Senior farewell, which will be held on October 7, Tally His Room of the Medinah Club.

Henry Kool and John DeCook of the arrangements committee announced that the site of the dance will be in the Medinah Club's lobby. Because a certain number of bids must be sold before a contract can be signed, seminars are advised by the corporation to buy early.

It is true that many students see the end of the year as a time for fun, but it is also a time for looking back and thinking about the future. Many students are already looking forward to their college classes and careers.

At the farewell dance, guests will enjoy a delicious meal and music provided by a live band. The dance will be a great opportunity to socialize and catch up with old friends before the end of the academic year.

Juniors Plan Social Event

The junior class is planning a "nostalgia" party in Thatchers Woods. It will be held on or about October 14. The final date is dependent on ASB's approval. The dance will be held in the glass house, and plans will be announced later.

The dance will be a great opportunity for students to socialize and have fun with their friends. The junior class is looking forward to a successful event.

Average Salary of Graduates Is Now Highest in IIT History

The average monthly salary of the class of 1944 is the highest in the history of Illinois Tech, according to the figure of $210.34. A salary of $210.34 was given to Wortwick Tito, a co-op mechanical engineer, who was the highest paid student. The figure reflects the high demand for engineers and the success of the co-op program. The average salary is expected to rise further as more graduates enter the job market.

Signal Corp Girls Will Sing for Navy

A girls' choir, which will sing for the Navy, was announced today by John L. Tidball, assistant personnel director. The choir will be composed of students from the Signal Corps. The choir will sing at the Naval Training Center, which is located near the University.

New War Training Courses Open Here

New courses will be offered in Illinois Institute of Technology's new War Training Courses, which will be announced today by John L. Tidball, assistant personnel director. These courses will be available to students on a part-time basis.

The courses include: advanced courses in plumbing, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and mathematics. The courses will be taught by experienced instructors and will be designed to meet the needs of the military.

The courses will be open to all students, and the registration fee will be $50 per course. The courses will be offered during the fall and spring semesters.

Honorary to Hold Smoker Thursday

"Flinn" will hold a smoker for the senior class on Thursday, Sept. 25. The smoker will be held at the University Union and will feature a variety of food and drink.

The purpose of the smoker is to provide a social gathering for the senior class and to raise money for the class treasury. The event will be open to all students, and admission will be $10 per person.
Man Of The Week

A/S Warren Furst Is Honor I, ITSA and Honor Board Officers

For his all around athletic ability, social activities, and his prominent position in school politics, A/S Warren Furst has been selected as "Man of the Week." His position as captain of this year's successful baseball team clinches three years' service on the varsity squad with the school. Warren's team spirit, along with his enthusiasm for the game, have made him a valuable asset to the team. His love for the sport is evident in his dedication to the team and his willingness to lead by example.

The Dance Situation

The ASCC has fallen behind in giving the students their money's worth in entertainment. With the restricted budget of this semester, the ASCC should have taken more care in planning events that would attract students.

Techman Talking

By RENNOLD "SNOOTY" WHESSMAN, Assistant Athletic Director

In the past year I have corresponded with several of our alumni in the annual letter. It would be of interest to our readers to know that there are still many others who have not been heard from. It is hoped that the following reminders will be of interest to you:

1. Edward Keepper is on the U.S. Olympic Team. He has participated in numerous other events, including the Winter Olympics in Switzerland. He is in good shape.

2. Donald Kupper is an assistant engineering officer on the U.S.S. "Crest."

3. Bob Voorhies has been on the U.S.S. "Nets." He is a student at the U.S. Naval Academy. He is in good shape.

4. Paul Smith is an assistant engineering officer on the U.S.S. "Crest." He is a student at the U.S. Naval Academy. He is in good shape.

5. Tom McGarry is an assistant engineering officer on the U.S.S. "Crest." He is a student at the U.S. Naval Academy. He is in good shape.

6. Bill Smith is an assistant engineering officer on the U.S.S. "Crest." He is a student at the U.S. Naval Academy. He is in good shape.

7. Jim McGarry is an assistant engineering officer on the U.S.S. "Crest." He is a student at the U.S. Naval Academy. He is in good shape.

8. Bob Voorhies is an assistant engineering officer on the U.S.S. "Crest." He is a student at the U.S. Naval Academy. He is in good shape.

9. Tom McGarry is an assistant engineering officer on the U.S.S. "Crest." He is a student at the U.S. Naval Academy. He is in good shape.

10. Bill Smith is an assistant engineering officer on the U.S.S. "Crest." He is a student at the U.S. Naval Academy. He is in good shape.

Some people may not see this as a chance to improve their roommates. But it is a chance to improve themselves. By reading this article, you will be able to make better decisions and help improve the lives of those around you.
Collegiate World

...
Horseless Matches
To Be Rescheduled

Tech Wins Five, Lose One

Golf Team to Replay Faculty at Cog-Hill

Rats Defeat Senior Chums

Bob Stewart, "The Kid Wonder," Reveals History of His Amazing Early Childhood

Buck, just exactly 483 days ago this morning, a big ghost called Tech to me, "Bob, you can't sell that great school to which all of us are attached. As he was from a fairly large family, Buck, his mother was worried about whether he would ever see his family again. He did not have to worry, for he went to see his family and they were very happy to see him."

Steve Woodard, assisted by Bob Stewart, "The Kid Wonder," revealed the history of his amazing early childhood.

The story began with Steve Woodard, a young boy, who was very fond of his family. He loved his parents and siblings and always wanted to be with them. One day, while playing outside, he noticed a big ghost called Tech. The ghost asked him, "Bob, you can't sell that great school to which all of us are attached."

Bob was surprised to hear this, but he was very happy to see that the ghost was right. He decided to stay with his family and go to school, and he never looked back.

Buck then went on to describe how his family had always been very supportive of him and how he loved them all. He said that they were always there for him, and he was very grateful to them.

Buck then went on to describe how he had always loved baseball and how he had always wanted to be a great player. He said that he had always been very determined and had always worked hard to get better.

Finally, Buck ended his story by saying that he was very grateful to his family and to Tech for helping him to realize his dreams. He said that he would always be grateful to them for everything they had done for him.
Fraternities Still Show Some Life on Illinois Tech Campus

Fraternity life at ITT is far from dead as many students seem to believe. It is a fact that there is a manpower shortage among freshmen, with many active, and seven, and even more freshmen in the life cycle of the chapter. But there are meetings and events taking place, and it is now visible.

The active chapters include Pi Kappa Phi, Delta Tau Delta, Alpha Sigma Phi, and Sigma Alpha Mu, all located on the second floor of the Branham building. These chapters meet weekly, and they all participate in various activities, such as philanthropy and community service.

Six Men Advance in IM Tennis Tournament

The team’s success continued with their win over the IIT in the tournament. Burgess Hill, R. E. Searles, and Sandy Buck were the winners. Sandy Buck was the only member of the team.

The tournament included Pi Kappa Phi, Gamma Sigma, Alpha Sigma Phi, and Sigma Alpha Mu. The event was held on the second floor of the Branham building.

New Equipment for ARF Lab

The ARF lab is being updated with new equipment, including microscopes and computers.

Bookstore Exhibit

Kraevsky loaned the bookstore exhibit to the Alpha Sigma Phi chapter for the exhibit. The exhibit was on display in the bookstore.

Capt. Leggett Talks on GI Bill of Rights

Capt. William R. Leggett was the guest speaker at the ITT Vets meeting. He discussed the GI Bill of Rights, and later on, he spoke about the GI Bill of Rights' impact on veterans.

Proctors Needed in Human Engineering Lab

The Human Engineering Lab, which is run by Johnson O'Connell, is looking for people to help with certain tasks. Anyone interested should contact Johnson O'Connell.

Use of Orientation Scores Is Advised

ITT students who may be inducted this semester should complete their test scores before orientation.

Banquet Sponsored For All Honoraries

A banquet will be sponsored for all ITT honoraries. Any student who has been inducted into an honor society is invited to attend.

Barrister to Talk at Next ASCE Meeting

Barrister will be the guest speaker at the next ASCE meeting. The meeting will be held on November 30th.

Wade May Be Gone Till Next Semester

Professor Frank E. Wade, associate professor of mathematics, may be gone till next semester. He will be working at the University of Illinois at Chicago.

Math Review Hour Planned

A weekly review hour will be held at the mathematics department every Wednesday. It is open to all students.

11 Items in “Lucky Bag” Awaits Rescue

There are eleven items in the YWCA “Lucky Bag” still unclaimed. Anyone can claim the items by contacting the YWCA.

Machinist's Day

The machinist's day will be held on May 10th. The event will feature a variety of activities, including a luncheon and a guest speaker.

New ARF Equipment

The ARF lab is being updated with new equipment, including new microscopes and computers.

Machinery

The machinery is being updated with new equipment, including new microscopes and computers.

Math Review Hour Planned

A weekly review hour will be held at the mathematics department every Wednesday. It is open to all students.
Six
Pinup Deadline Is Approaching
Bid to Next Dance Is Prize to Be Awarded
Wichita State is in the running for first place and is unequalled in beauty. Wichita students may make up in charming appearance for the lack of originality in ideas for the promotion of the "Pin Up Girl" contest. Frustration of both civic and student groups is the key note. Both students and faculty are doing their part.

Marie Seabury Leaves IIT to Accept New Job
Marie Seabury, recent graduate of IIT, will join the staff of the Chicago Daily News. She was a member of the freshman class in 1948 and contributed articles to the campus newspaper. After graduation, she worked for several months in the editorial department of the New York Times. She is married to Mr. John Seabury, who is also a member of the senior class at IIT.

ASCE Meeting to Have Talk on Chicago Subway
A talk on the "Chicago Subway" and its construction and operation will be presented by Charles S. Spenser, an associate professor of civil engineering at the University of Illinois. The meeting will be held on Wednesday, September 21, at 8:00 p.m.

Naval Notations

1. The Illinois Tech Alumni Association has elected A. C. Ford, a member of the Class of 1932, as its new president. The association is active in promoting the interests of the institution and its alumni.

2. The Illinois Tech Alumni number over 15,000. This is a remarkable achievement for a school with a relatively short history. The alumni association is active in many activities, including reunions, dinners, and social events.

3. The Illinois Tech football team is off to a strong start this season, with victories over Indiana Tech and Purdue. The team is expected to win a number of games this year.

4. The Illinois Tech Alumni Association has announced plans for a major fund-raising event later this year. The event will be held at the Illinois Tech campus and will feature a dinner and a silent auction.

5. The Illinois Tech student body is growing rapidly, with over 2,000 students enrolled this year. The university is expanding its facilities to accommodate the growing student population.

6. The Illinois Tech alumni association has established a scholarship fund for students who exhibit academic excellence. The scholarship will be awarded to students who maintain a high GPA and demonstrate financial need.

7. The Illinois Tech basketball team is off to a strong start this season, with victories over Indiana Tech and Purdue. The team is expected to win a number of games this year.

8. The Illinois Tech football team is off to a strong start this season, with victories over Indiana Tech and Purdue. The team is expected to win a number of games this year.

9. The Illinois Tech alumni association has announced plans for a major fund-raising event later this year. The event will be held at the Illinois Tech campus and will feature a dinner and a silent auction.

10. The Illinois Tech student body is growing rapidly, with over 2,000 students enrolled this year. The university is expanding its facilities to accommodate the growing student population.